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ABSTRACT

A LITERATURE APPROACH PROGRAM CREATED
FOR A SIXTH GRADE CLASSROOM
by

Leigh Ann Koenig
August, 1998

The purpose of this study was to create a reading program which
encourages student-led discussion, exposes students to a variety of genres, and
develops higher-level thinking. Strategies for using literature as the foundation
of a reading program were examined. Evidence from the review of literature
indicated that participation in literature response groups encouraged choice,
social interaction, and promoted a deeper level of understanding. Instructional
strategies, techniques, planning, and the role of the instructor in a literature
program were dis.:ussed.
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CHAPTER I
The basal reading series, a graded reading anthology of condensed and
rewritten stories, has evolved over the course of 300 years. According to Venezky
(1987), its evolution includes the Bible, the Hornbook, the New England Primer,
the Mc Guffey readers, as well as more current basals such as those of today which
have incorporated children's literature. Ninety-five percent of America's
elementary school teachers continue to use the basal as the core of school reading
programs (Bingham & Allen, 1986).
A number of researchers (Eed & Peterson, 1989; Cullinan & Galda, 1991)
have questioned whether the basal reading program was an effective curriculum
for reading instruction. Cullinan (1987) indicated that the basal was not intended
to be the core reading curriculum. The basal reading program could not include
the volumes of reading material which students require. These students need a
variety of genres so that they are exposed to different types of written material
(Routman, 1991).
One way suggested to deal with the weakness of the basal reading program
has been the teaching of reading through literature discussion. Vygotsky (cited in
Eeds & Wells, 1989) has stated that learning occurs through social interaction.
Student-initiated discussion has been limited when using the basal reader.
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Cazden reported (cited in Strickland, Dillon, Funkhouser, Glick, &Rogers, 1989)
a common pattern called IRE (initiation, response, evaluate) which has been used
by teachers when discussing basal stories. Teachers initiated, or asked students
questions which had predetermined answers. Students responses were evaluated
by the teacher for correctness. This traditional, authoritarian model of
questioning, common with basal reading programs, dominated classrooms.
Mehan (cited in Strickland et al., 1989) found that in a combined first, second,
and third grade classroom 81.1 % of interactions were teacher initiated.
Discussions in literature-based classrooms have been found to be different
from those in basal reading classrooms. With a literature-based reading program,
teacher emphasis could be focused on literature discussion. Students were invited
to initiate, question, and comment while the teacher acted as a facilitator and
guided discussion within groups (Eeds & Wells, 1989; Tiballi & Drake, 1993).
Student responses in literature discussions enabled group members to achieve a
deeper level of comprehension. Because of differing experiential backgrounds of
readers, discussion and presentation of varying interpretations increased the
depth of understanding (Eeds & Wells, 1989).
Problem
The problem investigated in this study dealt with weaknesses identified in
basal reading programs. Student interest, or lack of it, in having to all read the
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same stories and to complete workbook pages have often created a distaste for
reading in the students. In general, these programs often limited students level
of comprehension by discouraging discussion, limited breadth and quality of
literature to which students were exposed, and promoted a skills approach to
teaching reading.
Basal reading programs have not encouraged student-initiated discussion.
Teacher-led discussion has been common in basal programs. Teachers asked
questions provided within the basal's teacher's manual. Teachers evaluated
students' responses based on correctness provided in the teacher's manual.
These series incorporated an isolated skills approach to teaching reading.
The reading skills were taught in isolation followed by practice of isolated skills
with workbook pages. Many have felt these problems with basal series have
caused some of the problems today's students experience in reading. Unlike
basals, with literature discussion groups when students questioned techniques the
author used such as flashback, teachers recognized this as a literary moment to be
used to improve understanding (Eeds & Wells, 1989).
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to develop a sixth grade reading program
which utilized literature to create interest and improve reading performance. To
accomplish this, the program encouraged student-led discussion. Literature
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discussion groups were used to expose students to a variety of genres of literature,
encourage higher-level thinking of students, and emphasize a strategy approach
to teaching reading.
Limitations
Two limitations have been identified. First, although the QAR (Question
Answer Relationships), Group Comprehension Questions, and Literature
discussion groups content were piloted in a sixth grade classroom, the sixth grade
literature approach program created cannot be assumed to be successful.
Comparative data, pre- and post-test scores, were not accumulated for analysis.
Therefore, no measureable data exists to determine success.
Second, this sixth grade reading program was limited to the novels
selected. The activity pages and teacher instructions cannot be generalized to
other literature selections.
Definition of Terms
Terms relevant for this study have been defined as follows:
1.

Basal reading program: A comprehensive, integrated set of books,
workbooks, teacher's manuals, and other materials for developmental
reading instruction (Harris & Hodges, 1981).
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2.

Genre: The French term for type, species, or classification of
composition. It includes poetry, sonnet, folktale, science fiction (Baldick,
1990).

3.

Literature: Writings of high quality and significance because of a
successful integration of style, organization, language, and theme (Harris
&

4.

Hodges, 1981).

Literature Approach: (Literature-based reading) A reading program where
literature is used as the curriculum.

5.

Aesthetic reading: A term coined by Rosenblatt. The reader interprets
what they have read based on their personal experiences (cited in Eeds &
Wells, 1989).

6.

Efferent reading: Also a term created by Rosenblatt. Where the reader's
purpose is to correctly answer teacher-created questions (cited in Eeds &
Wells, 1989).

7.

Experiential background: (prior knowledge) It includes personal
experiences, knowledege and values which one possesses.

8.

Higher-level thinking: (divergent thinking) An activity or question which
requires students to evaluate, make a judgement, interpret, or predict.
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9.

Response log: (response journal, literature log) A written response made
by the student as a result of literature which they have read. Their
response may be in the form of a question, comment, prediction, or a
picture.

10.

Literature discussion group: (literature circles, literature study) A group
of students, typically six, who meet to discuss, question, comment, and
achieve a higher level of meaning of the literature they have read.

11.

Literary element: Literary elements might include: character, climax,
flashback, foreshadow, symbol, metaphor, or simile.

CHAPTER II
Review of Selected Literature
The purpose of this study was to develop a sixth grade reading program
which utilized literature to create interest and improve reading performance. To
accomplish this the program encouraged student-led discussion, exposed students
to a variety of genres of literature, and emphasized a strategy approach to
teaching reading.
This chapter presents reading research related to the use of literature in
reading instruction. The topics discussed include literature discussion groups,
researchers' beliefs, response journals, and questioning.
Literature discussion groups
One way which has been suggested to better meet some of the basals
weaknesses is with the use of literature books. Literature materials can be
adjusted to student needs and interests. Groups are formed of those students who
select the same literature book to read. This self-selection process is recognized as
a powerful motivational tool for creating interest in reading.
One recognized procedure for directing and instructing students using
literature has been literature discussion groups. These discussion groups were
developed to enable students to explore the literature's meanings and analyze
author's writing styles through conversation. Baker, Green, Wallat, Markman,
7
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Schallert, and Kleinman (cited in Eeds & Wells, 1989) found that discussion of
literature in groups promoted a deeper level of understanding. Discussing
literature content enabled participants to verify their interpretation and gain new
insights. Barnes (cited in Gilles et al., 1994) called this "exploratory talk".
Together, the group created new meanings that couldn't have been developed
alone
Gilles (1989) recommended that when choosing novels for literature
discussion groups the instructor should select books to present to students which
interest the students, have a fascinating plot, and deal with issues which
concerned today's youth. A variety of literature should be provided to meet the
reading abilities of the students. Students should be encouraged to choose a
novel which they will be successful reading.
Gilles stated that in literature discussion groups students are given the
opportunity to select their own literature rather than have it determined by the
teacher as with a basal reading program. By becoming involved in the selection
process of the literature, the students were able to read material which interested
them. Reader interest was an important factor in successful reading. Asher and
Matthewson (cited in Cullinan & Galda, 1991) indicated that students had a
positive attitude toward reading when they were emmersed in interesting
materials of their choice. By providing students with choices of the materials
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which they read in the classroom interest was promoted and students'
comprehension was enhanced.
Choice was an important element in literature discussion groups. In most
programs, the students were able to agree on a selection to read. To assist
students in making a choice, teachers gave book talks. During a book talk, the
instructors summarized the beginning of the selection, perhaps read a passage and
stopped at an exciting point. Students were enticed to read the novels presented.
Students indicated first and second choices on a piece of paper. Initially, students
selected a book because a peer had also chosen it. As the students became more
experienced in literature discussion groups students based choices on other
factors such as personal interest or a favorite author. Gilles stated that in most
cases, the students received their first choice. If many individuals selected the
same novel it would be offered again at a later date (Gilles, 1989).
According to Gilles, after receiving copies of the book, students began
reading independently. Teachers met with groups to determine reading goals and
discussion dates. Students maintained a literature response log as they read.
Students also wrote questions that arose while they were reading, listed unknown
vocabulary, or wrote comments about the selection.
Discussion groups in this research began with a sharing of interpretations
or misunderstandings of what was read. Students referred to their logs for
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support. Based on the content of the group's discussions, teachers selected
topics for the next meeting.
Teachers participated as group members who shared thoughts, opinions,
and interpretations (Eeds & Peterson, 1991). Gilles (1989) indicated that teachers
identified unknown elements raised by students and pointed out familiar
examples within literature previously discussed which illustrated the stated
literary element. Teachers also encouraged students to explain responses (Gilles,
Dickinson, McBride, & Vandover 1994). Unlike basal programs, questions that
teachers asked did not have expected answers which the instructor sought. (Eeds
& Peterson, 1991; Tiballi & Drake, 1993 ).

Scheduling to meet the needs of various discussion groups challenged
teachers. Teachers were overwhelmed when planning reading classtime which
included providing activities for students to work on while other students met
with the teacher for discussions. To facilitate the reading classtime, teachers met
with one group while the rest of the students in the class read silently, wrote in
their response logs, or worked on literature projects. Discussion groups for each
novel met twice weekly for approximately 20 minutes.
Evaluation of students who participated in literature discussion groups was
also a problem for teachers. Some teachers had students complete a selfevaluation form which included criteria such as completed the novel, met the
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deadlines and reading goals, participated in the discussions, supported others, and
completed a culminating project. Other teachers completed daily checklists.
Students' names were listed on the left side of the checklist and across the top of
the checklist were the discussion group evaluation criteria. Criteria included
attendance, page where student stopped reading, whether the student responded
in their log, and whether the student participated in the group's discussion.
Eeds and Wells (1989) undertook a study to determine the effect of
teachers participating in discussion groups with their students. Fifteen college
students who were enrolled in a reading practicum participated as group leaders
of literature discussion groups with fifth and sixth grade students. The college
students were selected for convenience and for limited awareness of a reading
program's content. They were encouraged to act as facilitators rather than as
authoritarian instructors who possessed the correct answers to questions. If the
college students had a question which didn't have a specific answer it could be
asked. They were encouraged to identify and seize the opportunity of "teachable
moments". This was a time to teach a literary element.
College students worked with four to eight 5th and 6th grade students.
Following a book talk, the elementary students selected novels they wanted to
read and were formed into heterogeneous discussion groups. The discussion
groups met twice weekly with their college group leader. Eeds and Wells took
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field notes which included descriptions of the students and dialogue among
group members. Each college group leader maintained a journal which described
personal insights and literature group experiences. In addition, all group
discussion sessions were videotaped.
When all literature groups had completed discussing their novels Eeds and
Wells selected four transcripts of the groups' discussions for in-depth analysis.
They selected two transcripts which, in their opinions, were successful groups
discussions and two which they classified as unsuccessful.
After analyzing the four literature group discussion transcripts, five
classifications were created to categorize each remark made by the students or
practicum student. The categories included:
1. Conversation maintenance: comments made in order to begin or

maintain the discussion
2. Involvement: Utterances which displayed a personal experience
3. Literal comprehension: Included retelling or rephrasing facts from the
literature
4. Inference: Remarks which included predictions or interpretations
5. Evaluation: Comments which demonstrated a personal emotional
response
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In the four literature group transcripts which were analyzed, Eeds and
Wells stated that behaviors such as retelling, character descriptions, predicting,
discussing personal reactions to the plot, and commenting on the authors'
writing style occurred in discussions. The college students did not use
questioning to encourage these behaviors.
According to Eeds and Wells, the four selected literature groups were
successful in using discussion as a form of achieving comprehension. The
literature groups recounted information from the story and tried to make sense
of it. If a group member was unclear on a passage they felt free to ask other
members to clarify conceptions.
An atmosphere of acceptance developed within the four groups analyzed.
Students in these groups appeared willing to risk group awareness when they
didn't understand a particular section. Students' comfort in willingness to take
risks was the result of a caring group dynamic. All members seemed interested in
hearing different points of view (Eeds & Wells, 1989).
According to Eeds and Wells, the literature groups also helped students
make connections with the story personally. The student members discussed
personal experiences which correlated to the literature read. In addition, the
students made predictions and confirmed or adjusted their predictions. Finally,
group members discussed what they liked or disliked about the literature.
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Students discussed literary elements in the four literature groups analyzed.
They may not have known the correct terminology but their discussions of
character, plot, theme, setting, and mood emerged naturally through
conversation (Eed & Wells, 1989).
Eeds and Wells concluded that "grand conversations" occurred with
inexperienced teachers. They could only hypothesize what level of
comprehension would evolve from instructors who were experienced with
literature.
Eeds and Peterson (1991) noted that many teachers felt uncomfortable
participating in literature discussion groups because they feared not recognizing
"teachable moments" when students brought up a literary topic. They
recommended that the teachers have the students read the material twice. During
the second review of the literature, the instructor could use self-adhesive notes,
write in the margin, or highlight passages of interest. Literary elements Eeds and
Peterson felt a teacher should focus on included: structure, character, place, time,
point of view, mood, symbol and metaphor.
Researchers' beliefs
Eeds and Peterson (1997) have suggested that the emphasis of literature
discussion groups should not be on vocabulary development or critical thinking.
These elements, they believe, evolved naturally as the students read. They
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emphasized the need for students to be emmersed in quality literature and
discussion where members attained better understanding in listening to various
interpretations of the same passage. It was during the discussion that the
students developed a deeper understanding of what was read. The exposure to
various interpretations, those which individuals were or weren't cognizant of,
altered or confirmed their understanding. The teachers' role was to accept
multiple interpretations of a single literature passage regardless of their personal
interpretation. Instead of focusing on which interpretation was correct, the
teacher allowed the group members to discuss, agree or disagree upon the
meamng.
Commercial literature programs
Research indicating the value of literature use in classrooms have
prompted manufacturers of commercial reading materials to emphasize the use of
literature in their programs (Cullinan, 1987). Eeds and Peterson recommended
using caution when employing commercial literature discussion programs. Many
commercial literature programs have basalized good literature by instructing
teachers to prepare questions, present vocabulary before reading, and extend the
story with an art or writing activity which had the "flimsiest connection" to the
story. Such follow-up activities included creating a poster, a diorama, or
rewriting the story.
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Tiballi and Drake (1993) adopted a child-centered approach to literature
discussion. Students made decisions regarding topic selection, book selection,
and follow-up activities. Tiballi and Drake recommended providing group
members with "invitations" for follow-up literature activities. Creating a poster
to advertise the book, writing a letter to the author, creating a mural, or
designing a survival kit were all considered culminating activities. The group
members were welcome to decline the "invitations". If the literature group
developed an activity which related to the story's theme or plot it was to be
approved by the teacher. As a result of this research, they concluded that students
who participated in child-centered reading programs were independent decisionmakers and felt that their ideas were valued.
Keegan and Shrake (1991), like most teachers of reading, had used a basal
reading program in their teaching for some years. They utilized ability groups.
Students in the groups read teacher-selected stories, completed skills worksheets,
and answered teacher directed questions of which the teacher had a specific
answer in mind. After reading a book by Calkins titled, "The Art of Teaching
Writing'', Keegan and Shrake appreciated how one teacher, Rose Napoli,
developed a community of readers. Napoli's students selected the stories they
wanted to read, read at their own rate, and discussed and responded in writing
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about what they had read. Keegan and Shrake wanted to develop such a
community in their own fourth grade classrooms.
To achieve their goal, Keegan and Shrake instructed their students in
group dynamics in September. The fourth graders learned how to stay on task,
how to listen intently to all comments, how to not to judge one another, how to
disagree politely, how to allow all members to speak their mind, how to provide
support from the literature to back up their opinion or interpretation, how to
stay on the given topic, how to provide eye contact, how to use verbal and
nonverbal support, and how to share personal feelings. The skills were practiced
by having one group discuss while the remaining class members critiqued their
responses.
In mid-October Keegan and Shrake (1991) developed four permanent
heterogeneous groups of students that worked together for the rest of the
academic year. Each group consisted of 6 - 8 members. A novel was selected by
the group after the teacher had given a book talk on several novels. The literature
discussion groups met three times a week to discuss the novel they were reading.
So that the discussion ran smoothly, Keegan and Shrake assigned specific tasks
for each group member which included a mechanic, a reader, a coordinator, and a
secretary. The mechanic was in charge of tape-recording the discussion. The
reader read the feedback and the discussion question provided by the teacher.
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The coordinator saw that all members had an opportunity to speak. The secretary
recorded the student task agenda for the next meeting and the new reading goal.
When the students went back to their own desks they responded in
literature logs describing, in a letter format, their reaction to the discussion and
the novel. Both the literature logs and the tape recording provided the teacher
with the discussion content, discussion techniques that worked, and those which
were unsuccessful. The teacher recorded specific comments for each group
member stating what positive behaviors were demonstrated and what should be
worked upon. Finally, the teacher created open-ended questions for the group to
discuss in the next discussion session. Both the comments and the question were
placed in each group's folder. The folder contained the task assignment sheet,
book check-out card, and reading assignments with their due dates.
Keegan and Shrake concluded that, ''We are convinced that literature study
groups offer a framework for allowing children opportunities to discover what
they know, to extend their thinking, and to develop strategies that will make
them lifelong readers. This is what reading is all about" (p. 547).
Whang, (Samway, Whang, Cade, Gamil, Lubandina, & Phommachanh,
1991) a teacher in the Oakland school district, abandoned her existing fifth/ sixth
grade reading program in order to implement literature discussion groups. Each
week, Whang presented six to eight novels to her class. Individual students
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selected their first and second choices of the book they wanted to read. If too
many students selected the same novel, Whang presented it again at a later date.
After two days of independent reading, Whang met with each group for
20 to 30 minute discussions. While meeting with one group the other students in
the class worked on writing assignments, literature logs, or read independently.
According to Whang the first session dealt with personal reactions to the story
whereas follow-up sessions dealt with literary elements. At the conclusion of the
discussion, the group decided on a writing activity based on their oral responses.
An example of such an activity included describing how a character had changed
from his/her original introduction. Each member worked on this assignment
until the next meeting one or two days later.
Whang concluded that, as a result of literature discussion groups, her
students were eager learners who were motivated to read. She indicated that the
students naturally compared books and authors, initiated discussions, expanded
their literary element repertoires, and connected personally to literature.
Cornett (1997) indicated that she had become bored with literature
discussion groups because the majority of time was spent recanting the plot.
After several years of brainstorming, she devised criteria for a successful,
enjoyable, beyond the plot discussion. First, she recommended practicing
literature discussion techniques by having a small group discuss while the class
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observed. Periodically during the discussion, Cornett interrupted and asked the
class questions such as, "What do people do to keep the discussion going?" or
''What can be done to get everyone involved in the discussion?" (Con1ett, 1997,
p. 528). She felt that this teaching technique should be continued until all class
members had participated in a literature group. Second, before sitting down with
the group, each group member listed page numbers of passages to be read aloud
and questions or comments for the group. The questions were those that the
individual deemed important for comprehension of the selection. Third, students
were only allowed to participate in the discussion if they had completed the
required reading. Otherwise, those who had read the material spent the
discussion time informing those who hadn't read. Fourth, concluding a
discussion was as difficult as initiating one. Cornett (1997) recommended
prompts which could be posted in the classroom. The prompts included:
1. Tell one thing you learned in the discussion.
2. Tell something someone said that made sense.
3. Ask a question you still have
4. Tell the most important ideas brought up
5. Tell something you thought of that was like another person's idea
(p. 528).
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Strickland (Strickland, Dillon, Funkhouser, Glick, & Rogers, 1989) stated
that she had read many articles and books which described how educators moved
away from the basal and towards literature. To pursue using literature,
Strickland visited teachers in New York. Four teachers, Dillon, Funkhouser,
Glick and Rogers, were enthusiastic about using literature but were concerned as
to whether the students would learn comprehension skills. To aid these teachers,
Strickland researched some concerns with literature discussion groups which
included: the content of the discussions, the functions of language, and the
evidence of reading comprehension. Data were collected in four classrooms over
a two month period. Strickland used field notes and video tape.
According to Strickland, the results of the data collected regarding the
content of the discussion showed that the students were interested in discussing
the characters, the author's writing style, and compared books by author and
topic. Reading comprehension, a strong concern of the classroom teachers, was
demonstrated in all classrooms. Student behaviors Strickland identified as
indicative of comprehension included the ability to recall facts and details,
predict, describe cause and effect relationships, compare and contrast ideas, and
metacognition. Strickland concluded that discussion groups were valuable in a
language arts program.
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Hess (1991) developed a literature-based reading program which
incorporated Frank Smith's philosophy regarding literature groups. Smith (cited
in Hess, 1991) felt that a literacy club was one where all members were students
who read regardless of where their ability lies. Therefore, no student would be
excluded from the club.
Heterogeneous groups were developed based on students' book selection.
They made their choice after the teacher summarized the beginning of the novel
including character and setting descriptions, and allowed the class to examine
each novel prior to a choice being made. Hess expected those who struggled with
reading to select the novel which was less challenging but she was incorrect. All
students in her study selected books which interested them regardless of difficulty
(Hess, 1991).
To make literature groups a successful experience regardless of reading
ability. For those with reading difficulties, Hess had her assistant tape-record
chapters of each novel. Students were welcome to visit the listening center to
listen to books. By not excluding anyone, those who relied on the center
wouldn't feel shame for using this assistance in understanding the stories.
Scheduling assured that discussion group activities weren't interrupted.
While a literature group met for discussion, the remaining students were occupied
with literature activities. They listened to a tape-recording and critiqued their
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previous discussion, used the listening center, read independently or in pairs, or
worked on projects related to the novel they were reading.
Hess encouraged students to become independent readers. They were
instructed to write down questions that came to mind when reading. Questions
were composed on small adhesive notes and attached to the paragraph as a
reminder to discuss it when their group met. In addition to questions, the
students wrote predictions, unknown vocabulary, comment on confusing
passages, and page numbers where they connected personally.
Each discussion began with a previously chosen student summarizing the
section which the group had completed reading. The summarizing was followed
by each student sharing questions and comments which they had written on the
Post-its. At the conclusion of the discussion, Hess had each group assess their
own behavior using a checklist. The checklist included statements such as, I read
the required pages, listened to others, made connections, presented my own ideas,
and wrote in my log. Next, a reading goal was decided upon and a new person
was selected to summarize the selection that they intended to read. Hess
concluded that non-dominating teacher participation in literature discussion
groups" ... allowed [her students] to become interdependent members of a
community of readers" (Hess, 1991, p. 10).
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Sweigart (cited in Lyons, 1996) conducted a statistically analyzed study in
1991 which examined writing and its effect on comprehension. Fifty-five high
school students were placed into three groups. Each group worked with a
different text. With one group the text was presented by lecture, the second with
teacher-led discussion, and the third group participated in a discussion group.
Sweigart concluded that those who participated in the group discussion scored
significantly higher on content tests, they spent more time on task, and wrote
superior essays than students who received a lecture format ..
Bonilla-Wollman (1994) observed sixth grade students as they participated
in two literature discussion groups and noted differences regarding student
preference and success. The teacher, Mark, formed ability groups based on the
results of an Informal Reading Inventory. A number of participants, those who
read at or above their grade level, read the novel, Tom Sawyer, while, four
students, those who scored below grade level were placed in a group which read
James and the Giant Peach.
The teacher's purpose for conducting literature discussion groups was to
use discussion as a vehicle to achieve deeper understanding of literature and to
develop a love for reading among his students. The teacher's ultimate goal was to
observe students discussing the selections with no teacher input.
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Bonilla-Wollman indicated that the Tom Sawyer group did achieve the
teacher's purpose and ultimate goal. The Tom Sawyer group's discussion carried
on without teacher questioning or encouragement and group members, based on
their comments, valued each other's opinions because they realized that there
wasn't one right answer. On the other hand, the group which read James and the
Giant Peach required excessive guidance on the part of the teacher to keep the
discussion moving. As a result, the teacher asked factual recall questions; an
activity familiar to both the teacher and students. This group's responses were
brief and they looked to the teacher for reassurance that they had stated the
correct answer.
When the students were asked their opinion about literature discussion
groups, their statements were those expected by Bonilla-Wollman. The students
who participated in the Tom Sawyer group stated that they enjoyed literature
groups. Their discussions were energetic and achieved deeper levels of
understanding. The James and the Giant Peach group preferred the teacher to
read the story and ask factual recall questions. Wollman-Bonilla concluded that
the differences in opinions was the result of prior reading instruction procedures.
The Tom Sawyer literature group consisted of competent readers who had
participated in cooperative groups and were certain of their reading skills. On
the other hand, the James and the Giant Peach literature group consisted of
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remedial reading students who had participated in the traditional teacher-led
discussion groups and lacked confidence in their reading skills.
McCormack (1993) observed 22 second grade students as they participated
in student-led literature discussion groups. As an entire class, both the students
and McCormack read a selection. Upon completion, heterogeneous groups of
five or six students met to discuss the content. The discussion, which was tape
recorded, lasted ten minutes. To prepare the students for student-led
discussions, McCormack instructed the participants daily in the following
strategies: paying attention, summarizing, elaborating, supporting their
statements, and self-monitoring.
McCormack indicated that the second grade students exhibited
characteristics of good readers. For example, they drew upon their prior
knowledge, saw relationships between events, were able to summarize, were
capable of responding emotionally to what was read, and could support their
opinions. McCormack concluded that second graders were capable of
participating in literature discussion groups if the teacher had provided the
foundation through explicit instruction.
Response journals
Responding to literature is an important component of literature
discussion groups (Danielson, 1992). Literature response journals, also called
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literature logs, can provide students with an opportunity to respond in writing to
the literature they have read. Kelly, Pierpont, Byars, and Danielson, have
indicated that students, regardless of reading ability, were capable of writing
meaningful responses to literature in journals.
Kelly (1990) discussed how she incorporated response journals in her
classroom. After taking a college course where Kelly was required to keep a
response journal of personal reactions based on what she had read, she added this
to her reading curriculum. This response-based journal was based on the work of
Bleich (cited by Kelly, 1990). The students were given three statements to
respond to. The prompts included:
1. What did you notice in the story?

2. How did the story make you feel?
3. What does this story remind you of in your own life? (Kelly, 1990, p.
465).

Kelly's third graders responded to Bleich's prompts from the literature she read
aloud. Students were given five minutes to respond in writing to each prompt.
Upon completion, the students were given an opportunity to share their
responses to the entire class. The written responses were not graded; Kelly wrote
comments as one would in a journal. The results demonstrated that all students,
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regardless of reading ability, were capable of writing meaningful, elaborate
responses.
Byars (cited in Danielson, 1992) conducted a study in which 22 fifth grade
students were directed to write one question and comment from each chapter of
the book that they were reading. Based on analysis of students' responses, the
questions and comments the students developed were related to predictions,
vocabulary, characters, personal experience, author and personal responses. Byars
concluded that literature logs allowed students to write about literature they had
read in a meaningful way. "Students responses in the literature logs were
genuine, honest, and personal" (cited in Danielson, 1992, p. 380).
Danielson (1992) made a recommendation for the use of response
journals. She suggested group members be provided with prompts or questions.
The prompts would initiate students' responses in their journals.
Questioning
The role of the teacher to ask genuine, higher-level questions during and
after literature group discussions is not an easy task. Questions which developed
while the teacher read the literature were encouraged to be stated during
literature discussions. These questions were genuine because predetermined
answers did not exist. Routman (1991) recommended that teachers ask questions
which encouraged higher-level thinking such as prediction questions.
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Raphael (1986) expanded on Pearson and Johnson's (cited in Raphael,
1986) earlier work on Question, Answer, Relationships (QAR). Four types of
question-answer-relationships were described which included right there, putting
it together (formally known as think and search), author and you, and on your
own. When students were taught to identify these questions, they were able to
locate information required to answer questions.

Raphael concluded that QAR

was a useful tool for both the teacher and student. Students were able to respond
strategically to the literature at four levels of comprehension.
Conclusion
Many teachers and researchers have looked at children's literature as a way
to create interest in reading while improving reading performance. The basal
reading programs have been shown to limit the students' level of comprehension
by limiting discussion, limited the quality of literature students are exposed to,
and modeled a skills approach to teaching reading.
One way suggested to deal with the weakness of the basal reading program
has been the teaching of reading through literature discussion. Discussion groups
have been suggested as a strategy to achieve a deeper level of understanding
(Eeds and Wells, 1990). A deeper level of comprehension implied responses
which were evaluative, inferential, and demonstrated personal connections
(Danielson, 1992). Eeds and Peterson (1990) stated literature discussion groups
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enabled students to reach levels of comprehension which would not have been
achieved otherwise. This was accomplished when individuals from differing
experiential backgrounds shared interpretations with other group members. As
Eeds and Peterson stated, "Through such bracing encounters with literature, the
stuff of life is illuminated, and we and our students are helped to see and
appreciate the range of the human experience" (1994, p. 27). The use of literature
through literature discussions enabled students to enjoy the literary encounter
and achieve levels of comprehension which the traditional basal programs
confined.

CHAPTER III
Procedures
The purpose of this project was to develop a sixth grade reading program
which utilized literature to create interest and improve reading performance. To
accomplish this goal the following steps were taken: determining the audience for
this literature program, selecting materials, developing QAR and Comprehension
Group activity pages, creating culminating activities, preparing two evaluation
forms, compiling response log prompts, describing literary elements, and
providing instructions and organization tools for the teacher.
Population
This literature-based reading program was designed for a sixth grade
homeroom reading class in a suburban middle-school. The heterogeneous class
was composed of twenty-six Caucasian students, fourteen females and twelve
males, of eleven to twelve years of age.
Materials Selection
The literature selected for this reading program included: The Black Pearl,
Sing I2rurnihe Moon, Gentle_Ikn, A Family Apart, and HaLchct. The books
were selected based on: availability, student interest, district's approval, and
readability score.
The existing sixth grade basal reading curriculum, Prentice Hall Literature,
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was supplemented with twenty-four, school district approved, class sets of
literature. Class sets of literature allow every student in the classroom to read a
personal copy of a novel. From this selection of literature, sixth grade students
chose novels they wanted to read by indicating first, second, and third choices on
a master list. From the master list the top five selections, those receiving the
greatest number of votes, were identified. A Fry readability score was computed
for each novel to determine if a variety of reading levels were present with this
selection of books. A variety of reading levels would encourage the students
success in reading and comprehending the novels. Reading level ranges of grades
3.7 to 8.3 were identified. To estimate if the students would be successful reading
a particular book, doze passages and answer keys were created for each selection.
To develop a doze passage a randomly selected 275-word passage was
selected from the novels. At the beginning of a paragraph, the first and last
sentences were left intact. Beginning with the second sentence every fifth word
was deleted and replaced with a solid line which was of equal length. A doze
score below 40% indicated that the novel would be difficult for the student to
read without guidance. A score of 40-60% indicated that the book would be at
the students instructional level; the selection would not be too simplistic but
would challenge the reader. A score of 60% demonstrated that the student would
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read this novel with competence. This data would inform the instructor of the
amount of guidance required for the students success (Vacca & Vacca, 1989).
QAR
Following the selection of literature for the discussion groups, each novel
was divided into chapter segments of two to three such as chapters 1-3, 4-5,... 12end. While reading each chapter segment, three to five QAR questions were
created which emphasized higher-level thinking, literary elements, and the four
selected authors' writing style. Questions were categorized as either divergent or
evaluative. Examples of divergent questions included: predicting, inferencing,
reconstructing, creating, and hypothesizing. Examples of evaluative questions
included: judgments, values, defending, and a justified choice. Literary elements
concentrated on included: flashback, foreshadow, character development, setting,
plot development, and mood. Each chapter segment of questions resulted in one
QAR activity page. Therefore, each novel had approximately four QAR activity
pages.
Group Comprehension Questions
Questions were chosen from the QARs for each chapter segment to create
Group Comprehension Questions activity pages. Questions which were judged
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to result in various student interpretations were selected. Four to five questions
were chosen. Questions were selected which met the following criteria:
1. Were judged to result in a variety of interpretations

2. Dealt with literary elements
3. Inquired about events and vocabulary which were considered important in
understanding the novel.
Similar to the QAR, each chapter segment resulted in one Group
Comprehension Questions activity page. Again, each novel had approximately
four Group Comprehension activity pages.
Culminating Activities
Suggested follow-up activities were described for each novel. Activities
were developed which related to character, theme, or plot.
Evaluation
Two evaluation forms were developed to provide instructor's a choice.
The first evaluation form, see Figure 1, was a daily record to be completed by the
teacher. On the left side of the form was a heading titled student names. Across
the top of the checklist the following criteria were listed: attendance, reading
goal, page where stopped reading, brought log and novel, asked questions, made
predictions, made connections, and responded to others. A section for teacher
comments was placed at the bottom of the form.

Teacher Evaluation Form
Students

Attendanee

Reading
Goal

Stopped
Reading

Asked
Question

Made
Predict-

Made
Connect-

Respond
to

'

Comments:

Figure 1. Teacher Evaluation Form
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The second evaluation form, see Figure 2, was to be completed by the students.
Criteria on the checklist included: brought log and novel to group, completed
the book, made connections, met reading due dates, completed response log,
listened to others, participated in discussion, and completed the final project.
Students respond to the criteria by placing a check on the line indicating ''yes" or
"no".

A "comments" section was included so students may expand on a response

if necessary.
Response Log Prompts
To assist students when completing their literature response journals, a list
of prompts were compiled from a variety of resources. The prompts, which are
phrases or sentences, trigger students' thoughts and reactions to literature read.
Prompts which were open-ended and encouraged prediction were included.
Literary Elements
A list describing various literary elements was created. The list of literary
elements will provide teachers with a reference when reading and searching for
"teachable moments" to instruct students during discussion groups. Resources
such as journal articles and literature by reading researchers were consulted.
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Teacher Organization
Based on the research reported in chapter two, suggestions for facilitating
and organizing literature discussion groups were created. Items created to
encourage organization of the teacher included book check out sheets, student
task sheets, and suggested book talk content. The book talk content, developed
for each novel, contained identities of main characters and descriptions, setting
details, and background information necessary to understand the conflict. In
addition, recommended page numbers which created suspense.

Student Evaluation Form
Yes

No

Evaluation Criteria
I brought response log and novel to group
I completed the novel
I met reading deadlines
I completed my response log
I listened to others
I participated in the discussion
I completed the final project

Comments:
Figure 2. Student Evaluation Form
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Instructional Design
This literature approach program which emphasizes literature discussion
groups has been designed in a teacher-friendly manner. The teacher is welcome to
select which components he/ she would like to incorporate in their program.
Teachers may choose not to include an activity and the program will still work.
The program has been divided into four sections: teacher organizational
tools, prereading activities, reading activities, and culminating activities. The
contents of each section will be described.
Teacher Organizational Tools

In this section the teacher will locate the necessary forms for Xeroxing the
literature discussion groups' folders. One copy of the assignment card will be placed
in each groups' folder. There are spaces provided to include student names and the
novel's number which is checked out to them, the chapter segments , and their due
date.
The student task sheet is also placed in each groups' folder. The "secretary"
in each discussion group will record group member's names, the discussion date, and
will place an R, M, C, or S beside their names. The tasks will be redistributed with
the next discussion. Because there are only four tasks one or two group members,
depending on the group's size, will not have a task for that discussion. The tasks
rotate through the students names so that each member has an opportunity to
perform each job without repetition from one discussion to the next.
A Literature Response Log prompt sheet has been included. The teacher
may Xerox this form for each student in the literature class and instruct students to
place it in their literature log notebook. Necessary student directions have been
included on the form to assist the teacher.
A literature response log can be used in a variety of ways. It is recommended
that the students respond in writing while reading a chapter segment. Students may
include questions which occurred to them while reading, include unknown
vocabulary with page number(s), include page number(s) of confusing sections in the
chapter segment, and write personal connections they made to the characters, events,
or settmg. If students are having difficulty responding, they may refer to the
prompts.
Two evaluation forms have been included: teacher evaluation and a student
evaluation checklist. The teacher may choose to use both or just one. The Teacher
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Evaluation Form was designed to be completed by the teacher. The teacher will
complete one form for each group discussion. Information required to complete
this form can be obtained through observation or from the discussion groups taperecording. Criteria included on the form for evaluation includes: attendance, the
group's reading goal, where the student stopped reading, whether they asked
questions, made predictions, made connections, and responded to others.
For attendance, the teacher can write a"+" to indicate that the student was
present and a"-" to indicate an absence. A page number, representing the group's
reading goal, will be listed in the column titled, "reading goal". A page number which
identifies where each student stopped reading will also be listed in the column titled,
"stopped reading". This information will allow the teacher to determine whether the
student met the reading goal, read ahead of the group's goal, or didn't reach the
predetermined goal. The last four criteria, asked questions, made predictions, made
connections, and responded to others can be evaluated with either a "+" , successful,
or a"-", unsuccessful. A comments section has been included at the bottom of each
form to allow the instructor to be more descriptive, provide examples, etc.
The Student Evaluation Form will be completed by the student when they
have completed reading the entire novel. Students can be instructed to respond to
the seven criteria by simply placing a check mark on the line indicating "yes" or "no".
Many students may feel the temptation to check both for one criteria. If the student
feels that they need to explain a specific situation they may use the comments
sect10n.

Prereading Activities
The teachers first task to prepare for literature discussion groups includes
reading the following novels:
. Hatchet by Gary Paulsen
. The Black Pearl by Scott O'Dell
. Sing Down The Moon by Scott O'Dell
. A Family Apart by Joan Lowery Nixon
. Gentle Ben by Walt Morey
While reading, the instructor should highlight the vocabulary outlined in
"Vocabulary" section. This will allow the teacher to be prepared to discuss an
unknown word if a student asks.
The teacher should also make notes indicating literary elements which are
present in each novel. Writing notes in the margins or using Post-it notes works
fine. Literary elements to be identified and their descriptions include:
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Character: A character is a person or animal who takes part in the action of a literary
work. A main character is one which the story focuses on.
Setting: The setting is the time, place, and mood of the story.
Conflict: A conflict is the struggle between opposing forces.
Internal conflict: A conflict which occurs within the character's mind.
External conflict: A conflict which a character struggles with some
outside force.
Actions: The events or attempts to overcome a conflict.
Climax: When the conflict increases until it reaches a high point of interest or
suspense.
Resolution: The conclusion or where the conflict is resolved.
Flashback: Clues written by the author which signal that the story has gone back to
an earlier time.
Foreshadow: Clues written by the author which suggest events that have yet to
occur.
Simile: A figure of speech which makes a comparison between two unlike objects
using either "like" or "as". Examples include: ran like the wind, quiet as a mouse.
Metaphor: A figure of speech in which something is described as though it were
something else. Like a simile it works by pointing out a similarity between two
unlike things. An example includes: Mosquitoes= little frail vampires.
Symbol: Anything which stands for or represents something else.
Theme: A central message, concern, or purpose in a literary work.
Antagonist: The hero in a literary work.
Protagonist: The villain in a literary work.
Personification: A type of figurative language in which a nonhuman subject is given
human characteristics.
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Alliteration: The repetition of initial consonant sounds. An example includes:
animal acrobats.
Onomatopoeia: The use of words that imitate sounds. Examples include: crash,
buzz, screech, and cluck.
Point of view: The point of view which they author has written the story. It can be
in first person (I) or third person (narrator).
Reviewing an informational article which describes questions to ask about
literary elements would be beneficial. Refer to Eeds and Peterson (1991) listed in the
bibliography.
Next, the teacher should prepare the literature discussion group folders. Each
folder should contain pockets to hold: a Group Comprehension Questions sheet,
the Task Sheet, the Assignment Card, a blank sheet of paper for the teacher to write
individual feedback from the last group discussion, and a cassette used to tape the
discussion.
To prepare the students for successful discussions, the teacher should instruct
the students in group dynamics. The teachers reported in Chapter two recommend
having one group model the discussion while the rest of the class critiques. The
instructor interrupts the discussion to ask the audience questions such as, "Who can
describe a polite way to disagree?" etc. Possible group dynamics to emphasize
include:
How to attend to the topic
Maintain eye con tact
How to participate actively
Share feelings
How to ask questions when a clarification is needed
Take turns talking
How to support opinions with evidence
No handraising
All members contribute
How to encourage each other
How to disagree constructively
In order for students to complete the QAR activity pages they must receive
instruction in the four types of questions which include: right there, putting it
together, author and you, and on your own. For a detailed description and teaching
suggestions refer to Raphael (1986) in the bibliography.
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Book Talk
Now that the teacher has completed the organizational component of this
literature approach program it is time to deliver a book talk. A book talk is a
presentation by the teacher which encourages students to read a particular selection.
To prepare the teacher for a book talk a Suggested Book Talk procedure has been
described for each novel. The content includes: a description of the setting of the
story, descriptions of the major characters, background describing the scene or
passage to be read, the page( es) to be orally read to the students, and questions
which may tempt the students to read the book.
It is not recommended to tell the students the reading level of each novel.
That information has been included for the teacher only. The instructor will be able
to determine how much guidance students will require in order to be successful
reading the selected book. For example, if a student has known reading difficulties
and selects The Black Pearl the teacher can pair that student with another who can
assist.
After each book talk has been delivered, students will indicate their first,
second, and third choices on a piece of paper. It is suggested that the pieces of paper
be placed in a container and randomly selected. Groups will be formed as the teacher
obtains a piece of paper and places that student with their first choice. When it is no
longer possible to place the student with their first choice then resort to second
choices. In most cases, the students will receive their first or second choices. If
more students select a particular novel then the number of copies, the book can be
presented in a future discussion group.
To determine if each student will be successful reading the novel which they
have selected it is recommended that they complete a cloze passage. Cloze passages
and answer keys have been developed. To prepare the students for this activity,
briefly describe a doze passage. The amount of detail and time the teacher spends on
this will depend on the students familiarity with this procedure. A doze passage is a
randomly selected 275-word passage from the story. The first and last sentences of
the passage are left intact. Beginning with the second sentence, every fifth word has
been deleted and replaced with a blank line. The student will complete the passage by
writing one word on each blank line. Students are encouraged to use context clues
when determining their responses. Scoring:When correcting a doze procedure the
student receives credit for their response if it matches the answer key's response. A
doze score below 40% indicates that the novel will be difficult for the student, a
score of 40-60% indicates the students instructional level which is ideal, and a score
of 60% indicates that the literature will be read easily. Like the readability
information, the doze procedure scores provide the teacher with information
regarding the quantity of guidance the student will require to read the book which
they have selected.
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When the students have received their copy of the novel, the teacher will meet
with each group to record and discuss the following: record the students names and
book number they have checked out on the form titled, "Assignment Card", and
inform the groups of their reading goal and date to be accomplished. The remainder
of the classtime will be spent reading silently and responding in the literature
response logs.
Scheduling: Initially, the teacher should schedule only two 15-20 minute
discussions per class period. Each group, four to six students ideally, will meet with
the teacher to discuss their novel twice a week. Therefore, the teacher should plan to
work with discussion groups three days a week. When both students and teacher
become more familiar with book discussion procedures the discussions will not be so
lengthy.

Reading Activities
The students should plan on three types of activities to occur in this literature
approach program. The activities include: literature response log, Question, Answer,
Relationships (QAR), and Group Comprehension Questions which will be discussed
during literature discussion groups.
Literature Response Log
Students should be instructed to write in their journals while they are reading
towards the group's reading goal. The students are encouraged to describe passages
where they connected personally, identify unknown vocabulary, identify confusing
passages, ...The response log will be used in the literature discussion groups to clarify
and hear other students interpretations.

QAR
When each student has read to the group's chapter segment goal they will
independently complete a QAR. The QAR contains 3-4 questions. The teacher can
decide whether the students should complete one, two, or all the questions, whether
the students can use their book, and whether they can use their literature response
log. Because the questions have been designed to be higher-level, the answers will
vary. For example, each students prediction may be different due to their
interpretation, experiential background, and values.
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Group Comprehension Questions
In each literature discussion group folder a Group Comprehension Questions
sheet will be enclosed. The teacher may decide whether to include one, two, or all
the questions identified for each chapter segment. If all questions are included, the
teacher may find that the students will not have enough time to discuss the responses
in their literature response journals. It is recommended that one or two questions be
selected and placed in each groups folder. Therefore, the majority of discussion time
is spent clarifying students misinterpretations rather than the teachers questions.
The Teacher's Role During Discussions
The teacher is a facilitator during group discussions. See that all students have
an opportunity to contribute their ideas, questions, and comments.
The teacher is an equal participant with his/her students. Like the students,
all opinions and interpretations are welcome. Do not focus on which interpretation
is "correct" rather, ask "why" some interpretations were made.
The teacher isn't the only member who asks questions. The questions must
be genuine; those which do not have a predetermined answer and those you truly
wonder about.
The teacher encourages students to be more explicit.
The teacher participates as a knowledgeable literary member. When
"teachable moments" occur, the teacher should seize this opportunity to enlighten
students with the literary term, description, and examples which the students are
familiar with.
Structure of Literature Discussion Groups:
The following organization for literature groups is recommended:
1. The teacher completes the attendance, reading goal, and stopped reading on the
teacher evaluation form.
2. Only students who have reached the group's reading goal may participate in the
discussion.
3. The "Reader" reads the teacher's comments and questions from the content of the
previous group discussion.
4. A group member, perhaps one who doesn't have a designated task, will briefly
describe the previous group discussion.
5. Students and teacher will take turns discussing the content of their literature
response journal.
6. The group will discuss the selected Group Comprehension Questions.
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7. The "Secretary" determines the tasks for the next discussion and records them on
the Student Task Sheet.
8. The teacher states the group's next reading goal and the group decides on the
date ... the teacher can disagree on a date due to time conflict etc.
9. The teacher completes the Teacher Evaluation Form.
10. Teacher reviews the tape recording and lists specific positive discussion behaviors
and behaviors which need to be worked on for each group member. The
behaviors are listed on a sheet of paper which the "Reader" will read as in step 3.

Culminating Activities
When a literature discussion group has completed reading and discussing the
novel they will complete an activity. Groups are encouraged to brainstorm an
activity they would like to pursue. Of course, the teacher must approve of the
activity. The teacher is also allowed to recommend activities. To assist the teacher,
potential activities have been described for each novel.
Hatchet:
Create a survival kit
Develop a map of Brian's camp
Write an epilogue describing how Brian has changed physically, emotionally....
Sing Down The Moon:
Research and report to the class: The Trail of Tears: Navaho march
Write a play depicting the Navaho march
Draw a mural illustrating major events from the story
The Black Pearl:
Research and report to the class about manta rays
Create a paper mache model of the Manta Diablo as described in the book

A Family Apart:
Research and report to the class the Underground Railroad
Compile a list of other books with the topic of the Underground Railroad
Write a sequel to this story describing what happened to Mike
Gentle Ben:
Research and report to the class: brown bear
Write a readers theatre script describing the groups favorite excerpt from the story
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Student Task Sheet
R = Reader
reads comments and questions
M= Mechanic
operates tape recorder
C = Coordinator : makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps
group on task
S = Secretary
writes assignments and jobs
Name

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Student Task Sheet
R = Reader
reads comments and questions
M= Mechanic
operates tape recorder
C = Coordinator : makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps
group on task
S = Secretary
writes assignments and jobs
Name

Date:

Date:

Date:
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Date:

Date:

Date:

Assignment Card
Book Number

Student

Assignment

Due Date

Assignment Card
Book Number

Student

Assignment

Due Date

Assignment Card
Book Number

Student

Assignment
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Due Date

Literature Response Log
While reading your novel to meet the next reading goal, respond in your journal.
Your journal may be used to write: questions which "popped" into your head while
reading, list page numbers of confusing passages, write unknown vocabulary, make
entries where you connected personally, ..... .
To assist you with your response log, you may, but are not required to, use the
following prompts to begin your entry(ies).

What else did you learn about a particular character?
How does the character feel about...... ?
What is (a particular character) concerned about?
Describe the relationship between...
What has the author done to build suspense in this chapter?
What do you predict will happen in the next chapter?
What does the author do to make you want to continue reading?
What do you think is most important about what you just read?
Was there anything about what you just read that surprised you?
What do you think the author is trying to tell us about ..... ?
What do you hope to find out in this chapter? What did you find out?
What do you think the focus of the next chapter will be?
What do you think it means when..... ?
What would happen if..... ?
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Teacher Evaluation Form

Students

Attend-

ance

Reading
Goal

Stopped
Reading

Asked
Questions

Made
Predict-

Made
Connect-

~---

=---

Responded
to

··"---

Comments:

Teacher Evaluation Form

Students

Attendance

Reading
Goal

Stopped
Reading

Asked
Questions

Comments:
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Made
Predict-

Made
Connect-

ions

ions

Responded
to
others

Name:
Date:
Period:
Subject:

Student Evaluation Form
Yes

No

Evaluation Criteria
I brought response log and novel to group
I completed the novel
I met reading deadlines
I completed my response log
I listened to others
I participated in the discussion
I completed the final project

Comments:
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Textbook Analysis
on
The Black Pearl
The Fry Readability is a formula developed by Edward Fry to estimate the
reading level of written material. It uses two variables to estimate the difficulry:
sentence length and number of syllables per a 100 word passage.
You will see the result below from three randomly selected passages, from
the beginning, middle, and end of the book.

Passage
1
2
3

Averages

No. of Sent.
5.5
4.3
3.4
13.4
4.4

No. of Syllb.
123
133
134

Read. Level
6
8
9

True
Est. Range
5-7
7-9
8-9

390
130

23
7.7

20-25
6.7-8.3

C-1

Textbook Analysis
on
A Family Apart
Passage
1
2
3

Averages

No. of Sent.
10.1
8
8.5

26.6
8.9

No. of Syllb.
134
133
127

394

Read. Level
4
6
4

14
4.7

131.3

C-2

True
Est. Range
3-5
5-7
3-5

11-17
3.7-5.7

Textbook Analysis
on
Gentle Ben
Passage
1
2
3

Averages

No. of Sent.
8.3
4.3
8.7

21.3
7.1

No. of Syllb.
130
126
119

375
125

Read. Level
5
7
3

15
5

C-3

True
Est. Range
4-6
6-8
2-4

12-18
4-6

Textbook Analysis
on
Hatchet
Passage
1
2
3

Averages

No. of Sent.
5.9
5.3
5.8

17.0
5.7

No. of Syllb.
116
123
116

Read. Level
5
6
5

355
118.3

16
5.3

C-4

True
Est. Range
4-6
5-7
4-6

13-19
4.3-6.3

Textbook Analysis
on
Sing Down the Moon

Passage

1
2
3

Averages

(

No. of Sent.

No. of Syllb.

Read. Level

True
Est. Range

7.4
4.8
6.9

129
122
127

5
7
6

4-6
6-8
5-7

19.1
6.4

378
126

18
6

15-21
5-7

C-5

Vocabulary
The following vocabulary have been selected for the novels indicated. It is
recommended that each vocabulary word be highlighted within the teacher's copy.
This will allow instructors to be prepared for literature discussion.
Teachers can take two approaches to vocabulary instruction. One, the
vocabulary discussion can be initiated by the teacher. Two, teachers can allow
students to initiate this discussion based on the unknown vocabulary described in
their literature response logs.

Hatchet
Chapter

Page Vocabulary Word

1

8

hatchet

Inside there was a hatchet, the
kind with a steel handle and a
rubber handgrip.

1

4

slewed

The plane slewed suddenly to
the right.

4

33

abated

Some of the sharp pain had
abated.

9

87

tinder

There had to be some thing
for the sparks to ignite, some
kind of tinder.

12

110

staff

Sitting by the fire he had
taken the willow and carefully
peeled the bark until he had a
straight staff about six feet
long.
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Sentence

Chapter

Page Vocabulary Word

Sentence

14

128

rectify

In the city, if he made a
mistake usually there was a
way to rectify it.

14

130

corrosive

The corrosive spray that hit
his face seared into his lungs
and eyes, blinding him.

17

161

mcessant

The flames cut the cool, damp
morning and chased away the
.
.
mcessant mosqmtoes.

17

168

stymied

He needed some way to tie
it in place. For a moment he
was stymied.

17

171

fuselage

Only a short piece of the top
of the fuselage was out of the
water.
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A Family Apart
0

Sentence

Chapter

Page Vocabulary Word

2

6

hansom

Frances Mary Kelly carefully
dodged between two polished
hansom cabs.

2

19

tenements

As they turned onto Sixteenth
Street, which cut through a
row of tenements, Frances
saw a familiar figure.

3

32

copper stealer

"You're a copper stealer,
aren't you?" So Mike was a
thief.

6

71

bounty hunters

Bounty hunters are men who
make a living hunting runaway
slaves.

10

109

sacrifice

Many people have sacrificed
the comfortable lives they had
in the East.

10

118

Underground
Railroad

Someone was talking about
the "Underground Railroad".
She imagined a train with
tracks that rattled.
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The Black Pearl
Chapter

Page Vocabulary Word

Sentence

1

7

Manta Diablo

Everyone who lives in our
town of La Paz has heard of
Manta Diablo.

1

9

Sevillano

Ruiz had come from Seville
in Spain, and therefore we
called him Sevillano.

7

46

Madre de Dios

My father closed the door
and said, "Madre de Dios,"
three times.

17

90

adversary

I began to wonder if at last
he knew that his adversary
was not one of the common
mantas.

18

94

Malecon

I walked softy along the
Malecon so as not to disturb
the dogs.
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Gentle Ben
Chapter

Page Vocabulary Word

Sentence

1

13

deftly

Ben lifted the pieces so deftly
Mark scarcely felt his tongue.

1

13

sinuously

2

22

deference

He was a tremendous animal,
with great ropes of muscles
rippling sinuously under his
taffy-gold coat.
In deference to his mother
they ate in the dining room at
night.

2

24

incredulous

He heard his father's
incredulous voice say, "Buy
the bear for you?"

2

28

tuberculosis

"Tuberculosis! I don't believe
it. Dr. Walker's not perfect!"

6

65

scythe

You'll need something to cut
hay with. I'll buy a scythe at
the hardware store.

11

134

abated

The Far North was
somewhere at sea and the
storm had not abated.
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Sing Down The Moon
Chapter

Page Vocabulary Word

Sentence

3

20

Long Knives

On the barrels of their rifles
were fastened long, sharplooking knives. That's why
we called them Long Knives.

4

25

slavers

I knew that these men were
slavers.

11

57

lances

Mando and Tall Boy rode last
with their lances sheathed and
their bows unstrung.

12

62

gaunt

He was pale and gaunt--faced
down and kept his eyes
closed.

14

71

yield

It was decided that we should
go. But Tall Boy still would
not yield.

16

84

capnv1ty

All the Navahos were marchmg into capnv1ty.
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Suggested Book Talk
for
A Family Apart
Author: Joan Lowery Nixon

Pages: 162

Setting: It is 1856 in New York City.
Characters:
Mrs. Kelly (Ma): She is a widow who works hard to support her six
children: Frances Mary, Mike, Danny, Megan, Peg, and Petey the
youngest.
Frances Mary: She is the oldest of the Kelly children. She works with
her mother to support the family.
Mike: He also works to support the family. Mike turns to illegal means
which encourages Ma to make a decision which effect the entire family.
Set the scene: The Kelly family is in court because of Mike's illegal
actions. Ma is preparing to address the Judge.
Read: Begin reading on page 43, paragraph 6 starting with, "The judge
blinked and looked hard at Ma." Conclude on page 46 with, "How can a
mother give away her own children?"
Say: Students can read to discover the adventures and misfortunes the
Kelly children have ahead of them in the East.

E-1

Suggested Book Talk
for
The Black Pearl
Author: Scott O'Dell

Pages: 96

Setting: The story takes place in a small coastal town in Mexico called 1.a
Paz.
Characters:
Ramon: He is currently 16 years old. He desires to become a pearl diver
but his father has other plans for him. He is the protagonist.
Manta Diablo: It is a monstrous manta ray. The villagers speak of it in
legends. Many "say" they have seen him but only one really has ... Ramon.
Father (Blas Salazar): He is Ramon's dad. He is a famous pearl dealer.
Gaspar Ruiz: He is a greedy pearl diver who has a suspicious past. Ruiz
is the antagonist.
Set the scene: While Ramon's father is away, Ramon secretly goes to the
home of an old man named Soto Luzon. Luzon teaches Ramon how to
dive for pearls. It is in Luzon's lagoon where the rumored Manta Diablo
lives. Legend states that when there is a red mist hanging over the lagoon
the Manta has returned to its cave in the lagoon.
Read: Read chapter six, pages 36-40 to the students.
Say: This is where Ramon's troubles begin. Read to find out if Soto
Luzon's warning about removing the pearl will come true. Will the
Manta Diablo curse Ramon because he took its treasure?
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Suggested Book Talk
for

Gentle Ben
Author: Walt Morey

Pages: 191

Setting: The story takes place in Alaska before statehood in a fictitious
coastal fishing town called Orea City.
Characters:
Mark Anderson: He is a teenage boy, thirteen, whose best friend is a
bear.
Ben: Ben is a brown bear. At six months old, Ben's mother was killed by
Fog Benson. Ben has remained captive in Benson's shed. Ben has been
mistreated by Benson--always chained up and underfed.
Set the scene: Mark's father has stated that Fog Benson wants to sell Ben
because he needs money to repair his boat. Benson is even willing to take
five dollars a person for anyone willing to use Ben for target practice.
Mark cannot have Ben face this fate and asks his father if he may have
him as a pet.
Read: Begin reading on page 23, paragraph 11 starting with, "Fog Benson
stopped by today .... " Conclude on page 27, paragraph 1 reading, "It's the
opinion of everyone who's ever come up against 'em!"
Say: Students can read to find out if Ben will become Mark's pet or will
he become a target for hunters?
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Suggested Book Talk
for

Hatchet
Author: Gary Paulsen

Pages: 195

Setting: The story takes place in the present time. Brian is flying into the
heavily wooded Canadian wilderness during his summer vacation. There
is no sign of human life.
Characters:
Brian: A 13 year-old boy who knows the "secret" why his parents are
divorcing... a secret his father isn't aware of.
Pilot: Flies Brian into the Canadian wilderness to visit his father.
Set the scene: Brian is in a single engine Cessna flying into the Canadian
wilderness to visit his father who is working in the oil fields of Canada.
Shortly into the flight, the pilot showed Brian how to fly the plane .. how
the instruments worked.
Read: Begin reading on page 10, second paragraph. It begins with,
"More smell now... " Stop reading on page 12, where chapter 1 ends.
Say: Student can read to discover Brian's fate. How will Brian land the
plane? Will he survive?
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Suggested Book Talk
for
Sing Down The Moon
Author: Scott O'Dell

Pages: 124

Setting: The story takes place between 1863-1865 in Canyon de Chelly
which is located now in northeastern Arizona.
Characters:
Bright Morning: A fourteen year-old Navaho girl who admire Tall Boy.
Running Bird: Bright Morning's friend.
Spanish slavers: They kidnap young Indian girls and sell them to wealthy
families who need cooks and servants.
Tall Boy: He is a Navaho warrior. His parents want him to marry Bright
Morning.
Set the scene: Both Bright Morning and Running Bird were grazing their
sheep in a meadow which overlooked their village.
Read: Begin reading on page 24, second paragraph beginning with,
"Clouds drifted in from the north." End on page 26 which is the
conclusion of chapter 4.
Say: Students can read the find out what will become of Bright Morning
and Running Bird. Will they escape from the slavers?
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Name:
Date:
Period:
Subject:

Cloze Passage
for
A Family Apart
Johnny and Elton ran off, too, shoving, poking, and yelling at each other,
But some of the
ignoring Frances. For this she was 1.
2.
began darting little concerned 3.
at her, so she
4.
after the boys, wanting 5.
to get away from
6.
these people.
As she 7.- - - - - - - the corner of the 8.- - - - - - - she discovered
she was 9.
. Enjoying the silence, she 1O. _______ leaned
tree. The Cummingses' land 12. _ _ _ _ _ __
against a nearby 11.
beautiful. The house overlooked 13.
large meadow dotted with
14.
, a few of them 15.
green, many bright with
16.
and yellow leaves. To 17.
side lay a field
of low mounds
18.
black soil rising in 19.
shallow valleys, cleared except 21. _______ a
separated 20.
. Next to the back 23. _ _ _ _ _ __
scattering of dried 22.
, and she could see 25.- - - - - - - - of
the house was a 24.
orange and yellow 26.
through green vines. Were
27.
squash? Pumpkins? She had 28. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ squash and
pumpkin both 29.
had never imagined what 30. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
looked like before they 31.
in huge piles at 32. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
greengrocer's shop. If only 33.
could show this
34.
Megan or Ma. She pushed
35.
thought that would lead 36. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ tears from
her mind.
37. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ bright spot of color 38. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ on a
near her feet caught 40.
eye,
patch of 39.
pick it up. It 42.
a doll, made
and she bent 41.
all 43.
cloth. Frances had never 44.
anything like
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it. It 45.
so different from the 46.
dolls with
silk dresses in the 48.
windows
china faces 47.
of New York. 49
homely doll, with its 50. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
eyesand smile and hair of tangled brown yarn, went straight to Frances's heart. For just
an instant, she held the doll close.
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Cloze Key
for
A Family Apart

1. thankful
2. women
3. glances
4. went
5. only
6. all
7. rounded
8. house
9. alone
10. gladly
11. elm
12. was
13. a
14. trees
15. still
16. orange
17. one
18. of
19. rows
20. by
21. for
22. stalks
23. of
24. garden
25. rounds
26. poking
27. they
28. eaten
29. but
30. they

31. arrived
32. the
33. she
34. to
35.the
36. to
37. A
38. lying
39. grass
40. her
41. to
42. was
43.of
44. seen
45. was
46. elegant
47. and
48. store
49. This
50. embroidered
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Name:
Date:
Period:
Subject:
Cloze Passage
The Black Pearl
by
Scott O'Dell
The lagoon where the old man lived was about seven leagues from La Paz
and we should have reached it by midnight. But the currents and
1.
wind were against us, 2.
it was near dawn
3.
we sighted the two 4.
that marked the
lagoon's 5. _______ entrance.
You could pass 6. - - - - - - - entrance many times and
7. _______ that it was only 8.
opening in the rocks
9.
led nowhere. As soon 10.
you passed the
rocks, 11._______, you came to a 12. _______ channel that
wound like 13.
snake between the two 14. - - - - - - - for
a half mile 15.
farther.
rising when the channel 17.
The sun was 16.
_______ out and suddenly we 18.
in a quiet oval19. _______ lagoon. On both sides 20.
the lagoon steep
at the far end
hills 21.- - - - - - - down to the water 22.
23.
a shallow beach of 24.
sand. Beyond were
cluster of
two 25. - - - - - - - trees and beneath them 26.
huts where 27.
fires were burning. It 28.
a
peaceful scene that 29.
before me, much like 30. _ _ _ _ _ __
other lagoons that dot 31.
coast. But there was
32.
about the place that 33.
me feel uneasy. At
34.
I thought it must 35.
the barren hills that
36.
in upon the lagoon 37.
the coppery haze that
of black sand and
38.
over it, and the 39.
40.
quiet. I was soon 41.
hear that it was
42.
else, something far different 43.
what I
man paddled slowly across 45. _ _ _ _ __
thought. The 44.
the paddles, as if
lagoon, carefully raising and 46.
the water. And though
47.
did not want to 48.
time before we reached
49.
had talked most of 50.
the lagoon he now fell silent. A gray shark circled the canoe and disappeared.
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Cloze Passage Key
for
The Black Pearl

r
\

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

the
so
before
headlands
hidden
this
think
an
that
as
however
narrow
a
headlands
or
just
opened
were
shaped
of
came
and
lay
black
scraggly
a
breakfast
was
lay
many

31. our
32. something
33. made
34. first
35. be
36. closed
37. and
38. lay
39. beach
40. the
41. to
42. something
43. from
44. old
45. the
46. lowering
47.he
48. disturb
49.he
50. the
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Name:
Date:
Period:
Subject:
Assignment:
Cloze Passage
Gentle Ben
by
Walt Morey
Five minutes later they were into the school, and salmon were flashing all about
the Far North. "A big one!" Clearwater 1.
gleefully. "A load!" He
2.
into the skiff, started 3.
outboard motor, and, carrying
4.
end of the seine, 5.
off in a great 6. _ _ _ _ __
dragging the nine-hundred- 7.
seine off the stern 8. _ _ _ _ _ __
the sea after him. 9.
completed the circle back 10. _ _ _ _ _ __
the stern of the 11.
North. Then they began 12. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1t m
closing the 13.
, pinching the trapped salmon 14. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a
tighter and tighter 15. _ _ _ _ _ __
During this operation it 16. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mark's job tosee
17. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ the seine was piled 18.
on the turntable, ready
set without tangling. When
19. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ run out for the 20.
21.- - - - - - - enclosure was no more 22.
fifty feet or so
_
_
_
_
_
_
,Mark
could
see
the
24.
,
a
solid
mass, churning
23.
25. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ flashing in their confinement.
26. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ brail, a giant dip 27. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ that could lift four
28.
- - - - - - - salmon at a time 29.--------- that was operated from
30.- - - - - - - - b o o m aboard the boat, 31. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ run out.
Clearwater guided 32.- - - - - - - into the mass of 33. - - - - - - -. When it
was full, 34.
winch lifted the net, 35.
water and
stretched taut 36.
its load of gasping 37.
Mark
steered the brail 38.
the open hatch. His 39.
lowered
it into the 40. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and emptied it.
An 41.
later they had finished. 42. - - - - - - - hatches
were filled to 43. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ top with squirming salmon. 44. _ _ _ _ _ __
was soaked, and his 45. - - - - - - - and shoulders ached from 46. - - - - - - the loaded brail over 47. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ hold and steering it 48. _ _ _ _ _ __
inside.
Clearwater said, "Ten 49.
at least." He grinned
50.
Mark. "Didn't I tell you that dolphin would bring us luck?
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Gentle Ben
Cloze Pasage Key

1. said
2. jumped
3. the
4. the
5. roared
6. circle
7. foot
8. mto
9. He
10. at
11. Far
12. hauling
13. circle
14. into
15. enclosure
16. was
17. that
18.neatly
19. to
20. next
21. the
22. than
23. across
24. salmon
25. and
26. The
27. net
28. hundred
29. and
30.a

31. was
32. it
33. fish
34. the
35. cascading
36. with
37. fish
38. over
39. father
40. hold
41. how
42. Both
43. the
44. Mark
45. arms
46. pushing
47. the
48. down
49. Thousand
50. at
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Name:
Date:
Period:
Subject:
Cloze Passage
for
Hatchet
They would look for him, look for the plane. His father and mother
1. _______ be frantic. They would 2. _______ the world apart to
3.
him. Brian had seen 4.
on the news, seen
5.
about lost planes. When 6.
plane went down they
7.
extensive searches and almost 8.
they found the plane
9.
a day or two. 10.
all filed flight plans
11.
detailed plan for where 12.
when they were
gomg 13.______ fly, with all the 14.
explained. They would
would look for him. 16.
searchers would
come, 15.
get government 17._______ and cover both sides 18. _______ the
flight plan filed 19. _ _ _ _ _ _ the pilot and search 20. _ _ _ _ _ they found him.
Maybe 21.
today. They might come 22.
. This
was the second 23.
after the crash. No. 24.- - - - - - frowned. Was it the 25. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ day or the second 26. _______ ?
the afternoon and he 28. _ _ _ _ _ __
They had gone down 27.
spent the whole night 29.
cold. So this was 30. _ _ _ _ _ __
first real day. But 31. _______ could still come today. 32. _ _ _ _ _ __
would have started the 33.
immediately when Brian's plane
not arnve.
34.
probably come today. Probably
Yeah, they 35.
36.
in here with the amphibious 37.
, small
could land right here 39. _ _ _ _ _ __
bushplanes with floats 38.
up and take him 41. _ _ _ _ __
the lake and pick 40.
or the mother home.
Which home? The father 42.
43.
stopped the thinking. It 44.
matter. Either on
to 45.
dad or back to 46.
mother. Either way he
47.
probably be home by 48.
night or early morning,
49.
where he could sit 50.
and eat a large, cheesy,
juicy burger with tomatoes and double fries with ketchup and a thick chocolate shake.
And there came hunger.
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Cloze Passage Key

for
Hatchet
1. would
2. tear
3. find
4. searches
5. movies
6. a
7. mounted
8. always
9. within
10. Pilots
11. a
12. and
13. to
14. courses
15. they
16. The
17. planes

18. of
19. by
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

until
even
today
day
Brian
first
day
in
had
out
the

31. they
32. They
33. search
34. did
35. would
36. come
37. planes
38. that
39.on
40. him
41. home
42. home
43. He
44. didn't
45. his
46. his
47. would
48. late
49. home
50. down
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Name:
Date:
Period:
Subject:

Cloze Passage
for
Sing Down the Moon
The soldiers went up the river, past the trail that led to the place where we were
the sun was low. 2.- - - - - - hidden. They did not return 1.
they rode slowly along, 3.
scanned the cliff that 4. _ _ _ _ _ __
the rocks and trees, 6. _______ they
above them, their eyes 5.
did not halt. 7.
rode down the river 8.
their tents
horses. We watched until 10.- - - - - - and unsaddled 9.
lighted their supper fires, 11._ _ _ _ _ _ _ we went back to 12._ _ _ _ _ __
camp.
Tall Boy was 13. _______ on a rock near 14. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ top of th.
trail, 15.
work on a lance. 16.
held the shaft between
17.
knees, using his teeth 18.
a hand to wrap
19. _______ with a split reed.
20. _______ was surprised to see 21. _______ sitting there, for
ridden out of the
he 22. _______ the other young warriors 23.
Knives came. No one
24.
on the morning the 25.
day. Even his mother
26. _______ heard from them since 27.
hiding with us on
28. _______ father and sisters, who 29.
30.- - - - - - - mesa, did not know 31.
he was. At first
32. _ _ _ _ _ _ thought that he had 33.
his mind and come
this was not the
34. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ to help protect them. 35.
36. _ _ _ _ _ _ for his return.
, he went
Mumbling 37. _______ that I could not 38.
on with 39.
work. I stood above 40.
and as I looked
41.
I noticed a deep 42.
across his forehead and that
43. _ _ _ _ _ _ loop of his braided 44.
had pulled loose.
"Did 45. _______ hurt yourself climbing the 46. _ _ _ _ _ _ ?" I
said.
He knotted 47.
reed around the shaft 48. - - - - - - bit
the ends off 49.
his teeth. His right 50. _ _ _ _ _ _ hung
useless at his side. The climb was difficult.
F-10

Cloze Passage Key

for
Sing Down the Moon

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

until
As
they
soared
sweepmg
but
They
8. to
9. the
10. they
11. them
12. our
13. sitting
14. the
15. at
16. He
17. his
18. and
19. it
20. I
21. him
22. and
23. had
24. canyon
25. Long
26.had
27. that
28. and
29. were
30.the

31. where
32. I
33. changed
34. back
35. But
36. reason
37. something
38. understand
39. his
40. him
41. down
42. scratch
43.a
44. hair
45.you
46. trail
47. the
48. and
49. with
50. arm

F-11

Name:
Date:
Period:
Subject:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
A FAMILY APART
CH. 1-4, P. 1-50
1. Describe the characters in detail. (Appearance, personalities, behaviors) Support your

description of personality/behaviors using excerpts from the book.

RIGHTTHERE- PUTTING IT TOGETHER._ _
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN- 2. On pages 1-5, there is a foreshadow. Using the clues the author has given, what is a
foreshadow?

RIGHT THERE_ _
PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHORANDYOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN- -

G-1

Page 2 QAR
3. Do you think they work because they want
the book to support your answer.

to

or need to? Why? Use information from

RIGHTTHERE- PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN- 4. What happened to Da?

RIGHT THERE_ _
PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHORANDYOU_ _
ON YOUR OWN- 5. Who was Mari Rabi? Why did Mara leave? Where did she go?

RIGHTTHERE- PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN- 6. What is a copper stealer?

RIGHTTHERE- PUTTING IT TOGETHER._ _
AUTHOR AND YOU- - - - ON YOUR OWN _ _

G-2

Name:
Date:
Period:
Subject:

QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
A FAMILY APART
CH. 5-8, P. 51-93
1. What did Frances do to fulfill her promise to Ma? What encouraged her to do this? Do
you think her plan will work? Why?

RIGHT THERE_ _
PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHOR AND YOU- ON YOUR OWN_ _
2. Describe Frances' reaction to the treatment of the slave.

RIGHTTHERE- PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN- -

G-3

3. Why did Mike push Mr. Crandon to the ground? Describe Mr. Crandon's react10n. Did
Mike deserve this reaction? Why?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU
ON YOUR OWN

4. What fearful event occurred on the train? What was Mike's reaction? Did the
passenger's attitude toward Mike change? Why?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU
ON YOUR OWN
5. Describe your feelings or reaction to being separated from your sister/brother for an
unknown length of time.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- - ONYOUROWN

G-4

Name:
Date:
Period:
Subject:

QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
A FAMILY APART
CH. 9-11, P. 94-137

1. Describe what the children saw when they entered the room. How might they feel?
What is the mood at this point?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. Was Frances able to keep the promise she made to her mother? What was the promise?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN
3. Describe the families that chose each Kelly child. What do you think might happen to
Mike with his new family? Did Frances and Petey receive a good family? Describe.

RIGHTTHERE
AUTHOR AND YOU

PUTTING IT TOGETHER
ON YOUR OWN
G-5

Name:
Date:
Period:
Subject:

QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
A FAMILY APART
CH.12-END
1. What did Margaret do that told Frances that someone was in the barn?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. What did Frances find in the barn? What was Jake's reaction?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
3. Why did Frances forgive her mother? What caused her to change her attitude?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
G-6

PAGE2 QAR
4. What clue gave Frances away to the bounty hunters? How did Katherine save her? How
did Katherine know this?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
5. On the last page of this book, the author wrote about Mike and his new family. Mike
suspected Mr. Frederich of murder. What do you think will happen?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN

G-7

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
THE BLACK PEARL
CH. 1-4, P. 7-30
1. Describe the setting and the characters in detail.

RIGHTTHERE- PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHOR AND YOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN- 2. On page 10 a flashback occurs. Using the clues in the story, what do you think a
flashback might be?

RIGHTTHERE- PUTTING IT TOGETHER_ _
AUTHOR AND YOU- ON YOUR OWN _ _
3. Did Ramon want to work in his father's office? If not, what was his desire?

RIGHT THERE._ _
PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHORANDYOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN

--

G-8

Page 2 QAR
4. Did Ramon's father want him to go with the fleet? What clues led you to this
conclusion?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN- -

G-9

Name:
Date:
Period:
Subject:

QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
THE BLACK PEARL
CH. 5-9, P. 31-56
1. Why did Luzon paddle slowly in the lagoon? What would happen if he didn't?

RIGHTTHERE- PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN- 2. What is a myth? Do you think El Diablo is a myth? Why?

RIGHTTHERE- PUTTING IT TOGETHER_ _
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN- 3. What causes the red mist? What causes it to disappear?

RIGHTTHERE- PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN- -

G-10

Page 2 QAR
4. Why did Luzon disapprove of Ramon diving here?

RIGHTTHERE- PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHORANDYOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN- - 5. Why didn't Salazar sell the pearl to the dealers?

RIGHT THERE._ _
PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHOR AND YOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN- - -

G-11

Name:
Date:
Period:
Subject:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
THE BLACK PEARL
CH. 10-13, P. 57-76
1. Why was Ramon's mother concerned about the weather? Did Ramon share her fears?

Support your answer with details from the story.

RIGHTTHERE- PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ON YOUR OWN_ _
2. What did Luzon tell Ramon the next day? How did Luzon know this?

RIGHT THERE_ _
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN- -

G-12

Page2 QAR
3. What disaster struck Ramon's family? What do you think caused this? Why?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHOR AND YOU- ON YOUR OWN _ _
4. Why did Ramon steal the pearl? What would you do?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ON YOUR OWN_ _
5. Why did Sevillano follow Ramon?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER- AUTHORANDYOU- ONYOUROWN
G-13

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
THE BLACK PEARL
CH. 14-18, P. 77-96
1. Describe the mood as the manta follows their boat. How does the author's language
create this mood?

RIGHT THERE_ _
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. Why was Ramon reluctant

to

land on Isla de los Muertos? Would you land? Why?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN

G-14

Page 2 QAR

3. Describe the island. Use MANY details.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
4. Why did Ramon return the pearl to the Madonna?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER _ _
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN- -

G-15

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
GENTLE BEN
CH. 1-4, P. 11-51
1. Describe all the characters (people and animals). Tell me their name, describe their
appearance, and their personality.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. Describe where this story takes place.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ON YOUR OWN

G-16

Page2 QAR
3. Who does Ben belong to? Do your think this person takes good care of Ben? Why?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
4. Why do you think Mark's mother didn't prevent him from seeing Ben? Would you stop
him? Why?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
5. Mark chose to bring Ben to the tundra to save his life. What would you have chose to do
if you couldn't bring him to the tundra?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN
G-17

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
GENTLE BEN
CH. 5-8, P. 52-104
1. Did Mark's father trust Ben? Support this with information that the author has given
you.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING THIS TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. How did Karl Anderson describe brown bears?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
3. Describe Clearwater. How is he acquainted with the Andersons?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
G-18
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4. Describe Mark's first reaction to staying on the boat. Use details to support his reaction.

RIGHT THERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- - ONYOUROWN

G-19

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
GENTLE BEN
CH. 9-12, P. 105-155
1. Why did Fog Benson disturb Ben? What was the result? How did the community react?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. What solution did the Andersons agree to? How would you feel if you were Mark?
What actually happened to Ben?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU_ _
ON YOUR OWN

G-20

Page 2 QAR
3. Describe the tragic event that happened to Mr. Anderson and Clearwater. What
momento(remembrance) do the Andersons have?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN
4. Do you think Mark will ever see Ben again? Support your answer.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN

G-21

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
GENTLE BEN
CH. 13-END, P. 156-191
1. Describe the mood when Karl told Ellen he saw Ben.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. How would you react to Benson when he offered to pay Karl to allow him to take fish
from the trap? What would you say?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
G-22

Page2 QAR
3. Describe what the Andersons did to prevent the hunters from finding Ben.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN
4. Describe Mr. King's first reaction to Ben. How did he feel about him later? What did
Mr. King do to protect Ben for the rest of his life?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN

G-23

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
HATCHET
CH. 1-4, P. 1-42
1. Describe the characters in great detail. Consider appearance, personality, and behaviors
when developing your characterization.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. What do you think might happen to Brian?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
3. Was Brian looking forward to seeing his dad? What information led you to this
conclusion?

RIGHT THERE
AUTHOR AND YOU

PUTTING IT TOGETHER
ON YOUR OWN
G-24

Page 2 QAR
4. A flashback occurs on P. 31-32. Using the author's clues, what do you think a flashback
might be?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHORANDYOU~

ONYOUROWN
5. Based on what the author has written, describe the setting using complete details.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN

G-25

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
HATCHET
CH. 5-8, P. 43- 86
1. If your were Brian, what would be the first thing you would do after landing? Why?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. What feelings would be going through your mind at this point? Explain with thorough
detail.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN
G-26

Page 2 QAR
3. How did Brian react to the unexpected "dinner guest" as he was picking raspberries?
After his first reaction, how did his feelings toward the visitor change?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- - ONYOUROWN
4. What did Brian do when he awoke to an intruder? How could this experience help Brian
survive?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- - ONYOUROWN
5. "The Secret" was mentioned on P. 8. Now that you have more information, what is the
secret?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- - ONYOUROWN

G-27

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
HATCHET
CH. 9-13, P. 87-127
1. Was Brian successful in building a fire? If so, how did he do it? If not why wasn't he
able?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. How did Brian spend the majority of his time?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
3. On P. 105, the author describes the change in Brian's body due to his environment.
Describe the changes in his mind.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN

G-28
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4. What noise raised Brian's hope while he was gathering wood? How would your feel if
you saw this "noise" going away? What would you do?

RIGHT THERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU~~
ON YOUR OWN

G-29

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
HATCHET
CH. 14-END, P. 128-195
1. How was life different here then at home?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. What did Brian do to prepare for a time when he may be injured and unable to hunt for
food?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN
G-30
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3. Describe in detail the event that almost ended Brian's life.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
4. Do you think Brian will be the same after the rescue? Support your answer.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
5. After reading this story, how would you describe Brian after his experience? Include his
personality, abilities, weaknesses, ...

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN

G-31

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
SING DOWN THE MOON
CH. 1-6, P. 7-33
1. List and describe the characters. Include physical appearances, behaviors, and
personalities in order to describe their characterization.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. Why can't an individual express their joy? What might happen?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
G-32
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3. Why did Bright Morning's mother give her another chance to look over the sheep?
Would you give her another chance? Why?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
4. Bright Morning's friends teased her about Tall Boy. How do you think Bright Morning
feels about him? What tells you this?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
5. If you were Bright Morning or Running Bird would you try to escape? Why? When
would you choose to escape? Why?

RIGHT THERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN

G-33

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
SING DOWN THE MOON
CH. 7-13, P. 34-68
1. Describe the mood as they left the church. Include details from the story.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. Why did Nahana appear so calm? ... having a picnic and taking a nap??

RIGHT THERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN

G-34
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3. Who saved the girls? What happened when the Spaniards caught up with them?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN_ _
4. Describe the events of the Womanhood Ceremony.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
5. Why did Tall Boy tell Bright Morning that he didn't go to rescue her? Do you think that
this is true? Why?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ON YOUR OWN

G-35

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
SING DOWN THE MOON
CH. 14-19, P. 69-97
1. Do you think it was right for the Long Knives to tell the Navahos to leave the canyon?
Explain.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN
2. Why did the Long Knives burn their village?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
G-36
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3. Describe the events that occurred during the march of the Navahos.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN
4. What do you think was the purpose for the march of the Navahos out of their homeland?
Explain.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN

G-37

NAME:
DATE:
PERIOD:
SUBJECT:
QUESTION ANSWER RELATIONSHIPS
SING DOWN THE MOON
CH. 20-END, P. 98-124
1. Describe the wedding ritual of the Navaho. How is it different from weddings that you
have attended?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN
2. Was it right for the Long Knives to lock up Tall Boy? Explain.

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU _ _
ON YOUR OWN
G-38

Page 2 QAR
3. How has Tall Boy changed since the author introduced the character initially?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU_~
ON YOUR OWN
4. Now that tall Boy, Bright Morning, and their child have a new home in the canyon, do
you think the Long Knives will return? What mighthappen in future events?

RIGHTTHERE
PUTTING IT TOGETHER
AUTHOR AND YOU- ONYOUROWN

G-39

Comprehension
Group Questions
A Family Apart
Ch. 1-4, P. 1-50
STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

When Frances Mary saw a girl her age why did the mother say, "Do not
talk to those children!"? How would you react if you were Frances?

2.

Why did Ma choose to send her children away? Do you think she still
loves them? Why?

3.

What might the children find in the West?

4.

Describe your feelings/actions if your mother was sending you away.

5.

What did Frances promise Ma?

H-1

Comprehension
Group Questions
A Family Apart
Ch. 5-8, P. 51-93
STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

On the train, why didn't the children recognize pigs? They also appeared
surprised to see apples, cows, and horses? Why?

2.

What will happen to the children if they aren't chosen?

3.

Frances continues to use the word "sacrifice". What does this word
mean in the story?

4.

What will happen to the children? Will they stay together or will they be
separated?

H-2

Comprehension
Group Questions
A Family Apart
Ch. 9-end, P. 94-end
STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

Describe the actions of others or adventures that Frances and Petey have
never experienced until now.

2.

Frances made a mistake which almost revealed that she was a girl.
Describe each mistake and the outcomes.

3.

How do you feel about slavery? Explain.

4.

What dangerous adventure did Francis go on? What would
you do if the bounty hunters approached you? What might
happen if Frances is caught?

H-3

Comprehension
Group Questions
The Black Pearl
Ch. 1-4, P. 7-30
STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

-

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

What do you think the Manta Diablo might be? Do you think it is real?
Why? Include clues from the story in your answer.

2.

What do you think the Pearl of Heaven might look like?

3.

Do you think Gaspar Ruiz speaks the truth when telling of his
adventures?

4.

Describe Gaspar and Ramon's relationship.

5.

Do you think Ramon will be successful in finding "the big one"? If so,
why? If not, why?

H-4

Comprehension
Group Questions
The Black Pearl
Ch. 5-9, P. 31-56
STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

What is a myth? Do you think El Diablo is a myth?

2.

Describe the mood when Ramon dived near the mouth of the cave where
El Diablo was supposed to live.

3.

Why did Ramon's father doubt that it was a pearl?

4.

Would you keep the pearl or give it to the Manta Diablo? Why or why
not?

H-5

Comprehension
Group Questions
The Black Pearl
Ch. 10-18, P. 57-96

STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

Why did Gaspar ask Ramon so many questions about the pearl?

2.

If you were Ramon, what feelings would run through your mind as you
sat in the church during the services and how would you feel after the
services? What feelings did Ramon experience? Compare and contrast
your feeling with what you think Ramon experienced.

3.

Based on the description Ramon's mother gave of the manta, how was
the description different from what Ramon saw? From what you
imagined?

4.

Why did the Manta continue to follow Ramon and Sevillano?

5.

What caused the fleet to wreck?

H-6

Comprehension
Group Questions
Gentle Ben
Ch. 1-4, P. 1-51

STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

Do you think a brown bear should become a pet? Why?

2.

Is Ben's behavior/personality an example of a typical brown bear? Why
or why not?

3.

Describe Mr. Anderson's reaction when he saw Mark sleeping beside
Ben? Use many details from the story.

4.

What caused Karl Anderson to change his mind and accept Ben as a pet?

H-7

Comprehension
Group Questions
Gentle Ben
Ch.5-8, P. 52-104

STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

While cutting grass with Mark and Mrs. Anderson, Clearwater heard an
"explosive woof". Ben was standing directly behind him. What was
Clearwater's reaction? What would you have done? How did this event
change Clearwater's opinion of Ben?

2.

How has Mark's personality/appearance changed fromthe beginning of
the story? How has Mr. Anderson changed?

H-8

Comprehension
Group Questions
Gentle Ben
Ch. 9-end, P. 105-191
STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

Do you think the community had the right to react the way they did
regarding the attack? Why? Justify your response.

2.

Is Ben surviving well in his new environment? What has he experienced
that is different from the Anderson's home?

3.

How do you think Ben was able to find the Andersons?

4.

Describe Mr. King's first reaction to Ben. How did he feel about him
later? What caused this change? What did Mr. King do to protect Ben
for the rest of his life?

H-9

Comprehension
Group Questions
Hatchet
Ch. 1-4, P. 1-42
STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

What do you think the secret might be? Would you tell the secret if you
were Brian? Why? How does Brian seem to feel about this secret?

2.

What would you do if you were Brian when in the plane? What would
you do after the plane crash?

3.

Describe the mood at this point of the story. Support your answer with
details given by the author.

H-10

Comprehension
Group Questions
Hatchet
Ch. 5-8, P. 43-86
STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

If you were Brian what would be the first thing you would do? Why?

2.

With the resources/tools available to Brian, what might he be able to do
to survive?

3.

Why did Brian think that Terry was with him?

H-11

Comprehension
Group Questions
Hatchet
Ch. 9-13, P. 87-127

STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator
Secretary

=

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

Why do you think Brian considered fire to be his friend?

2.

Describe the discovery Brian made the day following the slithering
noise. Why was this discovery so important?

3.

Describe the mistakes Brian has made.

H-12

Comprehension
Group Questions
Hatchet
Ch. 14-end, P. 128-195

STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

How are mistakes different in the wilderness than in his neighborhood?

2.

What discovery allowed Brian to kill a "fool bird"? What had he been
doing wrong? How was this food different from food he would eat at
home?

3.

Would you enter the plane? Why? Support your answer.

4.

Why did Brian change after receiving the survival pack?

H-13

Comprehension
Group Questions
Sing Down the Moon
Ch. 1-6, P. 7-33
STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

Describe the setting and the characters involved in this story.

2.

Describe the Long Knives' personalities.

3.

Why did the Long Knives feel that they were able to threaten the
Navahos?

4.

Was it right for the Long Knives to kidnap the girls? Support your
answer.

H-14

Comprehension
Group Questions
Sing Down the Moon
Ch. 7-13, P. 34-68
STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

1.

Why did the Nez Perce girl select Bright Morning to help?

2.

Why did Bright Morning want to cure Tall Boy?

3.

What told Bright Morning's mother that tomorrow will be the
Womanhood Ceremony? Explain.

4.

Why did Tall Boy tell Bright Morning that he didn't go just to
rescue her? Do you think this is true? Why?

H-15

Comprehension
Group Questions
Sing Down the Moon
Ch. 14-23, P. 69-end
STUDENT TASKS
Reader
Mechanic
Coordinator =
Secretary

1.

reads comments and questions
operates the tape recorder
makes sure everyone has a chance to talk; keeps the group
on task
writes assignment and student tasks

What were the Long Knives waiting for when Running Bird's tribe fled to
the rocky rim of the canyon?

2.

What happened that might have caused Tall Boy to join his tribe?

3.

What do you think was the purpose for driving the Navahos out of their
homeland? Explain.

4.

Was it right for the Long Knives to lock up Tall Boy? Explain.

5.

Now that Tall Boy, Bright Morning, and their child have a new home in
the canyon, do you think the Long Knives will return? What might
happen?
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CHAPTERV
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Summary
The purpose of this study was to develop a sixth grade reading program
which utilized literature to create interest and improve reading performance. To
accomplish this, the program exposed students to a variety of literary genres,
encouraged higher-level thinking, and emphasized a strategy approach to
teaching reading.
The problem investigated identified weaknesses in the basal reading
program and methods and procedures which might be superior to the basal. Basal
reading programs limited the students level of comprehension by discouraging
discussion, limited the quality literature students were exposed to, and modeled a
skills approach to teaching reading.
A procedure recommended to deal with the weakness in basal reading
programs has been the teaching of reading through children's literature and
literature discussion. Vygotsky believed that students learned through social
interaction therefore, literature discussion appeared to be an ideal forum to
facilitate discussions of literary content (cited in Eeds & Wells, 1989). Studies
have shown that literature discussion groups encouraged student-initiated
39
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discussion by questioning literature content, inquiring about unknown
vocabulary, and making personal connections to literature read. Because students
discussed and were presented various interpretations of text, a higher-level of
understanding was achieved (Eeds & Wells, 1989). When "teachable moments"
occurred during discussions, teachers were able to provide the students with
meaningful examples within the context of literature.
This sixth grade literature-based reading program was developed to
provide teachers with one example of incorporating literature into the reading
program. The program was designed to allow teachers to select which activities
they wanted to include in literature discussion groups. Teacher and student
activities described and created include: book selection procedures, suggested
book talks, descriptions of literary elements, instructions for facilitating group
discussions, teacher organizational tools, QAR activity pages, Group
Comprehension activity pages, suggested culminating activities, response log
prompts, and evaluation forms. This program will provide guidance for
educators who wish to include literature in their students' reading experience.
Conclusions
As a result of the review of literature and completion of a literature-based
reading program, the following statements can be made:
1.

Leaming occurs through social interactions (cited in Eeds & Wells, 1989).
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2.

Literature discussion allows students to reach a deeper level of
comprehension due to presentation of varying viewpoints (Eeds & Wells,
1989).

3.

Students' motivation toward reading is influenced by self-selection of
reading material (cited in Cullinan & Galda, 1991 ).

4.

Students who participated in group discussions scored significantly higher
on content tests, they spent more time on task and wrote superior essays
than students who received a lecture format (cited in Lyons, 1996).

5.

Students, regardless of reading ability, were capable of writing meaningful
responses to literature (Kelly, 1990).
Recommendations
Based on the study of literature discussion groups, the following is

recommended:
1.

The literature-approach program created is limited to five novels.
Additional novels of various genres should be added.

2.

Teachers who employ this program should avoid assigning all activities to
the students. "Basalizing" literature was not an intended goal.

3.

Identifying specific literary elements and their page numbers for each
novel is encouraged. Teacher preparedness will encourage the accurate and
timely use of "literary arrows".
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